Cetaţuia
A circular walk with marvellous views that passes the site of a Dacian citadel at the highest point.
Approx 5 kms – 3.5 miles. Steepish climb between C & D; otherwise level or gentle descent
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Domeniul Styrcea

This walk begins from the Manor House.
Walk down past the Bell Tower and the war
memorial to the bridge and at point A take
the track down to the communal pasture
and along a raised causeway until you get to
the stream. Follow the stream to the right
where shortly there is a rickety bridge B.
Cross the bridge and turn left and follow a
track that after a brief jink broadly follows
the south bank of the stream until you get to
a wood. Just before the wood the track
heads away from the stream to enter the
wood. Continue along the track. As the
track comes out of the wood, follow the
pasture along the southern edge of the
wood until, close to the corner, you find a
path that re-enters the wood C and winds
steadily uphill in a southerly direction until
you gain the crest of the hill (the route of
the path on the plan is indicative; it is clear
on the ground). At this point, turn Right and
follow the edge of the wood uphill until you
reach the crest. Follow the path that keeps
close to the edge of the escarpment above a
wild area of landslip that is now grazed by
cattle and sheep. There is a good picnic spot
at point D. The path gently descends in a
wide arc until it follows the edge of the
forest at point E. Keep on this track –
descending more steeply now until you rejoin the path you took earlier. Here you
should turn Left which will bring you shortly
to the rickety bridge and then retrace your
steps back.

